AFIX COLLECTION
[CUSTOM SHAPES AVAILABLE]

Hi5 FURNITURE SUPPORTS YOU FROM
DESIGN THROUGH INSTALL

From large to small lecture hall rooms, raise floors
to flat, Hi5’s expert team will provide specification to
installation assistance.
We educate our customers on power and IT
requirements, field measurement requirements
and offer drawings to specify electrical conduit
placement and installation instructions. Hi5 is here
to ensure the tables are a perfect fit for your plans.

AFIX CUSTOMIZATION IS STANDARD

Each room is unique so Hi5 helps to bring you ideas
to life by facillitating your custom requests. Specify
the details to suit their needs. You can request your
modesty panels at four inches high or full-length
panels that extend to the floor, You can even select
the materials from veneer to perforated steel.
We can offer special powder paint colors custom
wood matches on PVC edges. We can build just
about anything you can dream.

FREESTANDING SEATING
ATTACHED SEATING

STRAIGHT

CURVED

STANDARD TABLE SIZES
[CUSTOM SIZES AVAILABLE]

1 8 | 2 4 | 3 0 | 3 6 | DEEP
2 9 | 3 6 | 4 2 | HEIGHTS
ANY CUSTOM LENGTH

TABLE EDGES
[WOOD EDGES AVAILABLE]

[L3] HIGH IMPACT PVC

POWER

[MORE OPTIONS AVAILABLE]

VERSES

Freestanding seating allows almost unlimited options
for your fixed-table application. Chairs with casters,
four-leg bases, sled bases, and chairs with or
without arms are all equally at home with Hi5’s aFIX
tables. Keeping the seating mobile and moveable
provides opportunity for collaboration between
people seated in each row and the rows behind
them. Freestanding chairs also allow individual
freedom to move and adjust the chair as needed for
better comfort. In addition, the space between rows
in an aFIX installation is larger on average than in
a fixed-seating/fixed-table application, providing
more space per person and enhanced circulation
clearance.
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TABLE SHAPES

VILLA WITH OPTIONAL 2 USB OUTLETS

The Villa power box is a 4 wire 2 circuit
hardwired system that is available with and
without two USB charging ports.

BASE ASSEMBLY TO THE FLOOR

Hi5 FURNITURE INC

Hi5FURNITURE.COM

SALES@Hi5FURNITURE.COM

ROUND BASE

BOAT SHAPED BASE

816.774.4050

The AFIX Round Base has a 2.5” diameter
opening to route power and AV cords.

MADE IN USA

The Boat Base has a 1.8” x 3.8” oval opening
to route power and AV cords.

AFIX COLLECTION
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20” deep ables. Laminate modesty panels come standard as 14” high.. . .

Our aFIX boat shaped bases offer ample space to route your power and AV cables inside the base.
The Boat shaped bases can support up to 36” deep tables tops and come in 29”, 36” and 42” heights.

AFIX BOAT SHAPED BASES
aFIX boat shaped base is 3” x 8” and offers a robust raceway inside for electrical connections and includes a removable access panel.
All aFIX table tops and modesty panels are drawn and fastened together to give the appearance of a continuous row.
aFIX round base offers optional
wire holes to access floor boxes

aFIX round base with decorative cover

AFIX ROUND BASES
aFIX round bases allow for maximum leg space and offer one
piece form fitted plastic or steel covers. The form fitted steel
powder coat cover can match or contract to add style to the
standard black plastic cover.
aFIX tables offer options including wire access holes, power,
wire management modesty panels and ADA height adjustable
tables.
Height adjustable ADA tables
have power and modesty panels.

aFIX boat bases manage cords horizontally and vertically.

The Boat Base has a removable access
panel to allow the electrical J boxes to be
mounted inside the secured base.

